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Peter Pan

Workforce

in the

“I WON’T GROW UP… I DON’T WANT TO WEAR A TIE … AND A SERIOUS EXPRESSION … IN THE MIDDLE OF JULY.”
In today's workplace, recruiting, hiring, training and retaining employees
is a challenge for collision repair shops. Understanding the differences in
the generations can help you manage more effectively.

by Cam Marston
Generational Insight

T

HISYEAR MARKS THE 100TH ANNIVERSARY of Sir James
Barrie’s Peter Pan. It is a fitting time to look at the role of
the younger generations — specifically Generation X and the
New Millennials — who now combine to make up half of the
workforce, and whose values and beliefs seem to mirror the
young boy who refused to grow up. Now more than ever, the
younger generations in our society do not want to follow in the
footsteps of their elders. And while their managers blame it on
age, the reality seems to lie more in perspective. These generations do want to grow up…they just don’t want to grow up like
the generations before them.

This model is still the basis for today’s workforce. The Baby
Boomers (1946 – 1965) are now occupying the higher rungs on
the company ladder and make up 45% of today’s workforce.
They are in control. But they don’t always feel like it. Boomers
share a common language of “success” that is very similar to the
Mature’s definition. However, Matures now make up a mere
5% of their working peers. The other 50% — Gen X and the
Millennials — present a challenge to their Boomer managers.
Many are not interested in the time-honored traditions. Many
are unconcerned about how things have always been done. They
are focused, often single-mindedly, on what it will take to get
where they want to go.

TIME-HONORED TRADITIONS
Our nation today lives in the world created by a generation
known collectively as the Matures. Born prior to 1945, they total
approximately 30 million people. Heavily influenced by the
military, the Mature generation created a workplace that
reflected that hierarchy with a clear chain of command.
Promotions,bonuses,and raises were granted when an employee
proved himself to be ready for the next level. All employees
shared a similar definition of success: climbing the company
ladder and earning the perks that came with it. The successive
job titles were admired and envied by those employees on their
way up and relished by those already at the top.

GENERATIONAL REPETITION
Since the Second World War generations have assumed two
things about younger generations as the younger ones enter the
workplace:
Senior generations assume that the younger generations
will measure “success” the same way they, themselves have.
Senior generations also believe that younger generations
should “pay their dues” in the same way they did to achieve the
senior generation’s same levels of success.
These assumptions essentially create and define“the company
ladder” as we know it today. It is the apprentice to master
continues

This is the first chapter of Cam Marston’s book Motivating the “What’s In It For Me?” Workforce. It is available through Amazon.com.
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relationship that has been in existence within
various crafts and trades since society began. But what happens
when a generation enters the workforce, learns how the senior
generations measure success,and decides that they disagree with
that definition?
The younger generations have essentially said to the older
generations,“That is your definition of success, not mine. I’m
going to define success differently and pursue something different.” This significantly impacts the work environment and the
time-honored management structure Boomers have come to
rely on. The company ladder becomes irrelevant. The younger
generations view their predecessors’ experience as a warning,
not a road map. And the traditional rules of management,motivation and reward fly out the window.
Could this be the essence of the change going on in the workplace today? Could it be a change in philosophy about the reason
for working? Maybe. Time will prove this theory right or wrong.
But many employers say that this is precisely what they’re seeing.
They describe how this simple change in philosophy is having
enormous repercussions in the way they manage,motivate,recruit,
and retain employees.To remain competitive, they are having to
change everything from how they communicate with employees
to the reward systems used to motivate them. To best facilitate
that change in management style, it is imperative to understand
how the new generations’change in philosophy came to be.

A PEBBLE DROPPED IN WATER… Certainly many factors
converge to bring about this change in attitudes amongst the
generations. However,three relatively recent developments seem
to account for a good bit of the transformation.
Parenting styles changed in the sixties and continued changing through the seventies and eighties. Prior to the sixties,the goal
of parenting was to create children who would become selfsufficient,contributing members of society. Children were to be
seen but not heard. As the sixties rolled around, divorce rates
doubled and both parents began working to put food on the
table. Parents began feeling guilty about the lack of time spent
with their children and made up for the volume of time missed
with high-impact “quality time.” It was important for parents
and their children to “bond” during this “quality time.” Prior to
the sixties, it was not the goal of the parent to raise a friend;
if friendship occurred it was a beneficial consequence of good
parenting that came to fruition later in the child’s life. Now
friendship is a purpose, not an afterthought. As a result, the
authority dynamic changed astronomically, becoming more

peer-to-peer in nature. This change in parenting styles exists in
our society still today.
The television became a baby sitter. With more parents
working, Generation X and the Millennials were often set in
front of educational programming for a few hours a day. These
two generations were taught to count and spell not by paper
and rule, but by funny puppets. As a result, education became
entertaining. In fact, these generations were the first to demand
stimulating and entertaining education from their teachers.
Attention spans shortened and they remain short today.
The world taught them to question authority, not bow to it.
Generation X and the Millennials were given ample reason to
question their leaders to see if they were telling the truth or not.

The generational differences manifest themselves daily in
areas as diverse as differing definitions of “casual Friday
clothing” to excusable reasons for missing work … the most
significant change in perspective comes in the generations’
definitions of time and loyalty.
They became skeptical of advertising and media hype. Repeatedly companies, churches, presidents and military officials were
caught in lies. The seed of distrust,once sewn,grows deep roots.

…CREATES RIPPLES FAR DOWNSTREAM The generational differences manifest themselves daily in areas as diverse as
differing definitions of “casual Friday clothing” to excusable
reasons for missing work. Time and again, however, the most
significant change in perspective comes in the generations’
definitions of time and loyalty.

TIME Time has always been a currency. But different generations value this currency in different ways.For Boomers,time
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has always been something to be invested in the future. By working
hard and putting in their time (average 55 hours a week), the
Boomers expected a payout of some sorts in the end. Has that
payout come as expected? According to the Boomers themselves,
mostly not.
Gen X and the Millennials view time as something they want to
control, just like their money. In fact, to them, time has an equal
value to money. Many employers are realizing when they can’t pay
their employees more they can give them more time off and
employees will be quite happy with that arrangement. Time is
a currency. And the younger generations are not willing to invest
it in a career or a job with uncertain dividends. And these days of
layoffs and changing industry, they see that as just about any job.

LOYALTY The legacy of questioning that has been handed to
the Generation Xers and the Millennials has made both loyal
to individuals, not to companies. If they can’t find the right person
to work for they’ll change jobs. The Boomers and Matures didn’t
have this luxury. For them, working for a disagreeable person was
just a regular part of work. Liking the boss was an unexpected
bonus; not liking him certainly wasn’t sufficient reason to quit. For
Gen Xers and Millennials it is.
Loyalty to the individual is the number one reason Xers
and Millennials stay in the job, especially during the first three,
tenuous years. Dissatisfaction with the boss is the number one reason
they quit. Like so many other things elements of their collective
upbringing, this is new territory for our nation.
IN SEARCH OF PIXIE DUST With so many new forces coming
to play, the future of the workforce landscape is still uncertain. But
this is not the first time one generation has looked upon another
and been concerned for the future. Aristotle complained about
the ethics and behaviors of the younger generations. Barrie’s title
character challenged his elders at the turn of the century. Society
has been here before. We’ll be here again.
Ultimately it will all work out. But one thing is for certain: this
generation change is a very real phenomenon.Ignoring it will have
consequences to your business and its ability to attract and keep not
only employees, but customers.
There is no magic pixie dust that will make these generations
“grow up and come to their senses.”Anyone waiting for that ought
to grab a chair and get real comfortable.Yes,some of the generational
differences are the reflections and attitudes of youth. However,
substantial portions speak to the heart of these generations’
personal goals.

Inside a Collision Repair Shop:

Working with the Generations
CHANCES ARE,your staff is comprised of the four generations.
Many collision repair shops are independently-owned,familyrun businesses, and dealing with different generations in the
workforce is a subject that hits home. Sometimes the baby
boomer “workaholic” manager finds it hard to understand the
younger generations who value their free time more than work.
“Plus, shops are recognizing that many technicians are
getting ready to retire, and it’s important to attract a new
generation of workers,” says Rick Fifer, Services Development
Manager, AkzoNobel Coatings.
Recruiting and retaining Millennials for jobs in collision
repair takes a creative approach.Raised on technology,many of
them look at the industry as a blue-collar field.“It’s important to
let them know that the skills they learn in a collision repair shop,
whether estimating, repairing cars, or working in customer
service,will serve them throughout their careers,”said Fifer.
Millennials want jobs that are meaningful and allow them
to feel proud of their accomplishments, and for many, collision
repair can fulfill those requirements.
Collision repair shop employers should sell the positives of
the job.“Let them know that you work hard when you’re on
the clock but there’s no work to take home, your nights and
weekends are free,”said Fifer.“For most Millennials,time is even
more important than money, so implementing recognition
programs with rewards like an afternoon off works well too.”
Some shop owners have noticed an increase in turnover
among younger workers.Unfortunately,that seems to be a new
fact of the working world.
“Earlier generations found a company and stuck with them
for the long term.The skills needed to repair and repaint cars
were developed over time.Recent generations are more interested in having a series of experiences that continuously increase
their skills.They are more willing to take risks and look for new
opportunities along the way,”Fifer notes.
To help employees get up to speed more quickly, collision
repair shops can break jobs down into smaller segments,streamlining training and creating a shorter path to a feeling of
accomplishment.
The bottom line: when you learn to ‘read’ the needs and
the strengths of each generation,you’ll be on the way to having
a happier,more productive workforce.
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❉

MarketıngAcross
Differing generational needs are not limited to the workplace. Recognizing their unique

Matures

Boomers

(born prior to 1945)

(born 1946 – 1964)

Characteristics
❉ Values relationships
❉ Enjoys shopping around for
a good deal
❉ Expects you to earn their business

Characteristics
❉ Enjoys feeling like individuals
❉ Concerned about appearance
and quality
❉ Looks for customized solutions

How to communicate
❉ Focus on your history of success
❉ Make time to explain the estimate
& the repair process
❉ Ask how you can earn their business

How to communicate
❉ Focus on your history of success
❉ Listen to their concerns
❉ Explain how your shop best
suits their needs
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❉

the Generatıons
characteristics can also enhance your collision repair shop’s sales and marketing efforts.

Generation X

Millenials

(born 1965 – 1979)

(1980 – 2000)

Characteristics
❉ Tends to be cynical & questioning
❉ Wants to know your shop is using
current technologies
❉ Asks many questions about
estimate and repair process
❉ Values the opinion of others, may
seek out references and reviews
online
❉ Loyal, once you earn their respect

Characteristics
❉ Optimistic and on-the-move
❉ Likes to feel good about their
decisions with peer group
❉ Concerned about global impact of
their actions (i.e., are you using
waterborne paints?)

How to communicate
❉ Provide information that supports
their decision making

How to communicate
❉ Reach out through technology
❉ Be willing to explain the repair and
offer a way to stay connected
throughout the process, perhaps
through online updates
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Internet Marketing 101

Marketing Your Business
in the Digital Age
by GregTirico

AkzoNobel e-marketing project manager
gregory.tirico@akzonobel.com

These days, 85% of people
look for a local business
by searching out their
options on the web.

A

S A SUCCESSFUL COLLISION REPAIR SHOP, you’re a

Social Media

Email Marketing

fixture in your local community. Customers drive from
miles around to bring their car to your shop for repairs.This
year’s marketing plan includes billboards, direct mail, advertising
and media releases. Referrals are high and repeat business is good.
However,there’s another community where you need to be seen:
the web. These days, 85% of people look for a local business by
searching out their options on the web. Even if an insurance company or a friend refers someone to your shop, chances are they’ll
want to get to know more about you by doing an online search.
For some, the web is a handy reference point for finding phone
numbers and directions, and if you’re aiming for their business, you
need to be there.
An effective web strategy consists of four key elements: a
compelling website, search engine marketing, email marketing and
social media. These interrelated elements help make your business
a visible and vital member of the online community, translating
into business for your shop.

Search Engine Marketing

A COMPELLING WEBSITE
Compelling Websites

Your Web Strategy

Developing a compelling website gives your shop an Internet
presence and an online home. Your website is the first impression
that a prospect who has found you through a Google search will have
of your business, and you want to make a good one.
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When you start to develop your
website, it helps to have a clear goal
about its purpose and the image your
want to project. Resources on developing an effective website are plentiful,and
here are a few tips that are especially
helpful for collision repair shops:
1. Have a clear goal in mind. Decide
whether you want your web site to be a
resource for customers or if you want it
to attract new customers.For example,a
site designed to serve customers might
include day-to-day photos of their car
being repaired; a site intended to attract
new business would focus on the benefits you offer over your competition.
2. Professional design. An attractive,
well-organized site projects the right
image to potential customers, making a
graphic designer whose style you admire
well worth the investment.
3. Make sure your company is well
represented in your design. An effective
website should be visually appealing,
organized and efficient (just like your
shop) to make a good impression.

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
Think about it — how many times in
the last week have you searched for information on the Internet? No matter
what generational group you belong to,
using Google or another popular search
engine has become an everyday activity.
Collision repair shops can reach this
audience in two ways: search engine
optimization and pay per click advertising. In a Google search, the sites found by
the search engine appear on the left hand
side.The pay per click listings appear on
the right side.
Search engine optimization is the

process of improving the volume and
quality of traffic to your website from
search engines like Google, Yahoo, MSN
and a host of others. Optimizing a web
site involves editing content and coding
to increase its relevance to specific keywords that a search might request.
For example, if a searcher types in
“collision repair shop Philadelphia,”your
site would be returned if those words
were included within the code (meta
data) attached to your site or featured in
the content.
An easy way to make SEO work for
you is to choose 5 – 10 key words that a
potential customer might use in a search
for a shop in your geographic area.Then,
use those words often in the content of
your site and ask your web programmer
to make sure they are in your meta tags
— the source code tags your create
specifically for search engines.
Pay-per-click listings are also an
effective way to market.These ads appear
on the right hand side of a Google page,
and Google Adwords is the best place to
start. These ads can be geographically
targeted to appear only on the pages of
users in your immediate area — you
don’t have to worry about paying for a
click in Hawaii for your shop in Chicago.

PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION
You can also improve your shop’s online
presence by increasing mentions of your
shop in online publications and business
listings. Articles in local newspapers
about your shop’s involvement in the
community or contributions to trade
publications will pop up whenever your
name is searched,increasing the number
of times your shop appears in a listing

and helping to create a good impression
for your shop.
As an example,Branning Auto Body
in Princeton, New Jersey, participated
in AkzoNobel’s Green Ambassador
program as one of the first shops outside
of California to switch to waterborne
basecoats, and the shop was featured in
several local and trade publications.Today,

When you start to develop
your website, it helps to
have a clear goal about its
purpose and the image
your want to project.

a search for “Auto Body Shop Princeton”
results in several listings in addition to its
website,increasing the odds for searchers
to click through and learn more about
the shop.

THINK LOCAL
Keep in mind that while the internet
offers a worldwide reach, your efforts
should focus on the local marketplace and
finding the best way to touch customers
in your geographic area. Make sure your
location is featured prominently in your
site and in keywords.
continues
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SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
EMAIL MARKETING
Email marketing is a cost-effective and powerful way to reach out
to existing and prospective customers who have shared their email
addresses with you. For very little cost,you can use email marketing to inform,educate and develop an ongoing relationship.
There are three rules of effective email marketing:your messages must be timely, relevant and interesting. Be creative with
your messages: since the average person is in an accident only
once every seven years,continued messages about your collision
repair services won’t be welcome.
For example, if your shop offers detail services, you might
send out an email in April with a special offer encouraging
customers to get their car looking sharp for spring. Or use email
to announce new products or services, such as transitioning to

There are three rules of effective
email marketing: your messages
must be timely, relevant
and interesting.
environmentally-friendly waterborne paints or offering dent
removal. Holiday, anniversary and birthday greetings are also an
appropriate way to reach out to longtime customers and friends.

Keep these tips for an effective email
campaign in mind:
Use an email service provider to handle the logistics. As your email list
manager,a service provider helps make this job easier to manage
and offers tools to track click-throughs and responses.
Collect more email addresses. Ask customers at your physical location for their email address and collect them from visitors to
your website.
Be consistent with your mailings. Regular emails,even on a monthly
or seasonal basis, help you develop an ongoing relationship with
your customers.
Have fun and be creative. Make your message worth the time
to open, whether it contains an offer that can’t be refused or a
bit of humor.

The newest area of internet marketing is also the most personal.
Social networking sites are where people communicate with
each other online.And these sites are not just for people who
already know each other or for college and high school students:
almost half of the users of Facebook and MySpace are over 35 years
old. It’s a phenomenon that has stretched beyond the Millennials
to include growing numbers of Gen X and Baby Boomers.
To start social networking, simply go the website you’ve
chosen, sign up for an account and complete a biography about
your business. Then, search for friends, acquaintances and
other small businesses in your local area.You can post everyday
comments about your business, steps you are taking to be more
environmentally friendly, and more. As your online network
grows, so will the exposure for your business.
Use consumer referral sites. For small businesses,referral sites
like Angie’s List or Kudzu are powerful resources. On these sites,
consumers find information and referrals about service companies, and post their own reviews and comments. This electronic
form of “word of mouth”is often the first place members go to
find a reputable company. On Kudzu,“auto repair”is one of the
most common searches.
Some collision repair shops have posted videos about their
services on YouTube. If you’ve already invested in an introductory video for your shop, it makes sense to post it on YouTube
and expand your exposure, especially if you have something
newsworthy to discuss,whether going green or celebrating fifty
years in business.
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Online listings services, such as Google Maps,Yellow Pages
listings,your local newspaper site and other community websites
also increase your web presence and help encourage potential
customers to visit your website or call you for more information.
Other social media sites that are worth exploring include
del.icio.us,digg,and blogger. Each presents its own specialty,and with
a little creativity, you may find ways to market your business
or simply learn what is generating buzz in your community.
Social media sites are designed to cultivate relationships, and
with a little investment of time, the returns for your collision
repair shop can be significant. Set a goal to invest a certain
amount of time each week increasing your social network, or
assign the job to a social media-savvy member of your staff.

ONLINE MARKETING MAKES SENSE
There’s a lot to learn about internet marketing,and the best way
to learn is to sit down with your computer, explore the opportunities that exist online, and set a few new marketing goals.
Best of all, internet marketing is relatively inexpensive.While
you’ll want to invest in a professional designer and programmer
to help you design your website and employ search optimization
techniques, email marketing and social media require only time
and a minimal investment of money for impressive returns.
If you’d like to learn more, contact us at 770-662-8464.

Names you should know

As you’re getting acquainted with social media,
here are some sites you should explore:
Facebook or MySpace: Free access social
networking sites that allow members to post
comments, photos and news about themselves, communicate with friends, and join
networks with others who share similar interests.
LinkedIn or Plaxo: Networking sites targeted
specifically to the business community.
Angie’s List or Kudzu: Sites that gather consumer reviews of local service companies.
Twitter: Members answer the question “What
are you doing now?” in one line and the information is shared by others in their network.
Many politicians and public figures are using
Twitter to raise their awareness.
YouTube: A website where users can upload,
view and share video. Video content includes

TV, news and movie clips, and professional
video, as well as amateur productions.
Blogger: Gives people their own voice on the
web and organizes the world’s information
from a personal perspective. Whatever your
interest, there’s a blog or two that discusses
it and invites comments from readers.
Del.icio.us: A social bookmarking service that
lets members share marked sites and get recommendations about similar sites from others
with related interests.
Digg: a place for people to share and discover
information on the web. The most popular articles are voted up (or “dug”), increasing their
visibility. It’s an interesting way to find out
what’s new and most-talked about in the
online community.
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I N D U ST RY VO I C E S

Defining Moments

A Look at the Past
Ten Years and the
Future for Women in
the Collision Industry
By MarcyTieger
Symphony Advisors, LLC

It is an unprecedented time in the
collision industry: scary, yet ripe with
potential for those open to change.

R

ECENTLY, AKZONOBEL CELEBRATED THE TEN YEAR

anniversary of its Most Influential Women program,
honoring the best and brightest women of the collision
industry; it was a time to recognize past achievements and a time
to look down the road ahead.
Asked to identify “defining moments” for women in the
industry, past recipients of the Most Influential Women award
gave varied responses. Some detailed specific events, like Stacy
Bartnik of CARSTAR serving two terms as the Chair of CIC
or Geralynn Kottschade of Jerry’s Body Shop becoming the
first female chair of NACE.
Others described more subtle, though no less real changes
in industry culture, including the recognition that women who
run shops with a husband or father are full participants in the
business, not to mention the successful female shop owners who
go it alone without the involvement of a male relative.
Added to these defining moments was the creation of the
Women’s Industry Network (WIN) in 2007, the industry’s first
association committed to the advancement of women in the
industry. Also noteworthy were the gains by female technicians
in the Skills USA competition, with Sarah Strickland coming in
tenth place in 2007 at the post secondary level and Rachel Fonseca
coming in second place at the high school level in 2008.

The next ten years and beyond
In spite of many achievements over the past 10 years, women are
still underrepresented in the collision industry, and this is most
evident in collision shops, particularly on the production side of
the business.
Although technical school teachers report that some of their
best students are women, and many shop owners admit that a
capable female CSR or estimator will more often earn the shop
higher CSI scores than her male counterpart,this high praise does
not translate into appreciably more women in collision repair.
According to U.S. Department of Labor statistics of women in
non-traditional occupations, in 1999 there were 167,000 “automobile body and related repairers” but only 1,000 of them—
only 0.7% — were women. In 2007, the number of women
doubled to 2,000; however, with an overall drop in workers to
155,000, it still represented only 1.6% of the total number of
people working in the technical ranks.
So, what is the reason for the shortage of women in the
industry? Is this a reflection of the number of women pursuing
technical school training or is it indicative of the number of
women who are actually hired by shops? All indications are that
it’s a little of both.

“When I grow up I want to paint cars”
The collision industry can take a page from another maledominated industry, firefighting. In April 2008, an exhaustive
study entitled The National Report Card on Women in Firefighting
was published. It found that both males and females who actually
became firefighters formed their ambition for that profession
by the age of 11. However, women were less likely than men to
picture themselves as firefighters when they were young.The
authors suggested that the pattern could change by making
women firefighters more visible as role models and actively
promoting the career to girls and young women.They added
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In spite of many achievements over the past 10 years, women are still
underrepresented in the collision industry, and this is most evident in
collision shops, particularly on the production side of the business.
that these processes must start early, before
individuals enter the workforce.
Efforts to “speak to” young women
about collision repair as a career path are
spotty at best, and there is compelling
evidence that they are even being steered
away from it. Recently, a collision repair
instructor shared with me that a class of
middle school girls was given a tour of his
college to introduce them to career options.
They were shown the culinary arts and
medical sciences departments, but not the
collision repair or automotive technology
programs. While the motivation is unclear,
the result is unmistakable; the middle
school teacher and college administrator
prematurely closed the door on collision
repair as a career path for these girls.
It is incumbent on today’s business
owners to think about the future workforce. In only seven years, that 11 year
old girl will be 18, wondering about her
career.Will she see any role models in your
shop? And is there anything you can do
to promote the collision industry to girls
and young women in your community?

The little secret that’s
not really a secret
Recently a shop owner told me he hired
his first female painter. He was proud of
this. He was flooded with applications for
the job and, “Clearly, she was the best
candidate.” However, there is a footnote
to his story: he admitted that he probably
would not have hired her if he had not
required that everyone in his company
go through sexual harassment education.
Before the training, he felt ill-prepared to
invite a woman onto the shop floor, and
he sensed there was a risk — a risk he
could avoid by not having women work
closely with men. He stated that by

conducting training, in this case an
online program, it educated everyone on
the issues, enabled him to articulate a
code of conduct for his business, and
gave him peace of mind to hire the best
person for the job.
The truth is many shop owners and
managers are uneasy about hiring women
to work alongside men on the shop floor.
They believe they are avoiding risk by not
hiring women, all the while taking on
an even greater liability — artificially
reducing the talent pool by ignoring half
the population.
Not only must shops look at recruiting female employees, but they must
consider what it will take to keep them.
According to a Right Management survey
of 444 human resource professionals,
between the cost of recruitment, training,
severance and lost productivity, losing
an employee may cost a business many
multiples of the employee’s annual salary.
To retain women, employers need to
think about advancement opportunities,
work-life balance issues, and clearly
communicated policies about appropriate
conduct in the workplace. Consideration
should be given to“big picture”messaging.
This means everything from your web site
to commercial advertisements and training
materials.Look at the letters that you send.
Do they start with “Dear sir” or are they
gender neutral — for instance “dear colleague” or “dear customer”? (And when
you get one of those letters, do you diplomatically let the sender know — as one
business person who wants to make the
industry better to another — you might
want to make that form letter gender
neutral?) Don’t forget,any extra effort you
make in this area will be to your benefit
with your female customers,as well.

Will this be a defining moment
for your business?
A “defining moment” is most often
perceived retrospectively; it is the look
back over one’s shoulder,the “I remember
when….” When first presented to us, it
may appear as a crossroads — a place
where new ideas and thoughts meet. This
is that crossroads where survival dictates
that new ideas and thoughts have to meet.
It is an unprecedented time in the collision
industry: scary, yet ripe with potential for
those open to change.
Forward-thinking shop owners and
managers recognize that they must run
their business like a business. By educating
themselves and their employees about
what it takes to attract and cultivate a
diverse workforce of top talent,and clearly
setting expectations of proper conduct
for all people in the workplace, they
are empowered to fearlessly hire the
best people and courageously let go of
people who violate the code of conduct,
all contributing to the good health of
the business.
Make this your defining moment.

WHAT IS A DEFINING MOMENT? A moment can be an inspiration. A challenge.
An achievement. A celebration.Even the smallest everyday events have the power to
shape our destiny and help us reach our potential.
The story of one customer’s defining moment inspired AkzoNobel to establish the
Most InfluentialWomen in Collision Repair Award in 1998. Over the past decade, this
award has grown from an idea to an institution, recognizing 65 women from all aspects
of the industry who have made a difference with their leadership, vision and commitment.
And in their honor, we’ve given scholarships to help young women pursue their dreams.
Please join us to salute this year’s honorees and their outstanding leadership.
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Denise Caspersen
Collision Division Manager
Automotive Service Association (ASA)
Bedford,Texas

DEDICATED. DETERMINED. DEVOTED. Those three words
describe Denise Caspersen to a“T.” She’s always looking for a cause
and making things happen, in her career and in her community.
Denise’s career is dedicated to the collision repair industry.
As Collision Division Manager of the Automotive Service
Association (ASA), she works closely with the operations committee, made up of eleven members who represent some of the
leading shops in the U.S. Together, they promote the interests
of collision repair, building relationships with other industry
groups and tackling important issues.
These days, they’re helping shops get on board with waterborne and adopting lean principles.
At ASA’s office in Dallas, Denise spends time reaching out
to others, providing leadership and industry expertise to her
colleagues. And she knows her stuff — Denise spent six years
conducting market research on the state of the collision repair
industry and published several important studies.

She’s active in I-CAR, Collision Industry Electronic
Commerce Association (CIECA),Collision Industry Conference
(CIC), and serves on the URG Recycler’s Board, promoting
automotive recycling. Denise is also a member of the Women’s
Industry Network (WIN),helping to advance the future of women
in collision repair.
Always driven and issues-oriented, Denise initiated a campaign a few years back to revitalize her neighborhood’s streets and
sidewalks. Visits to city hall led to the approval of a bond
package. Her determination paid off just this fall, as the streets
were repaved and the area’s rejuvenation begun.
Over the past ten years, Denise believes that it’s become easier
than ever for women to gain acceptance in the collision repair
industry. And it’s the dedication, determination and devotion of
women like her who have made it happen.
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Gloria Mann
VP Industry Relations
Media Matters, Inc.
Thornhill, Ontario

WHENEVER GLORIA MANNWALKS INTOTHE ROOM,you can
practically feel the energy she brings to Canada’s collision repair
market. Committed, caring and compassionate, her positive
attitude always shines through.
Gloria spent many years of her career with Poloroid Corporation,
calling on collision repairers and insurers as national special
markets manager.Then, when she had the opportunity to choose
her next endeavor,she chose a field she had grown to love.
Today, as Vice President of Industry Relations for Media
Matters,Inc., the publisher of Collision Repair magazine,the country’s largest and most respected information source, Gloria helps
to build bridges among the collision repair, insurance, and auto
recycling industries.
Gloria’s most recent efforts have focused on auto recycling,
helping a field in transition to change its image and promote its role
in protecting the environment. She has led insurers in educational
tour of recycling yards,encouraging them to“Rethink Recycling.”

She and her team launched an impressive new magazine
focusing on auto recycling, Canadian Auto Recycler, designed to
open new eyes to the great strides being made by the industry.
Gloria works with the Auto Recyclers of Canada and the
Clean Air Foundation to get the word out about safely disposing of cars at the end of their life. She was involved in a recent
television segment that put the spotlight on properly removing
and disposing of mercury switches.
Waterworx, a website and special magazine supplement
devoted to promoting the ease of conversion to low VOC
refinishes, is her latest achievement.
With her zest for life, Gloria has made her mark on collision
repair in Canada. Her energy and influence continue to make
a difference.

Judell Anderson
Executive Director
Alliance of Automotive Service
Providers of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE ALLIANCE of Automotive
Service Providers, Minnesota (AASP-MN), Judell Anderson
loves the diversity of her career and the many different hats she
gets to wear. CEO, legislative advocate, meeting planner, CFO,
director of education, publisher… it’s all in a day’s work for
Judell. She’s versatile, well connected, committed.
AASP-MN represents over 600 independently-owned
mechanical and collision repair shops, plus suppliers and schools,
and Judell works tirelessly to achieve their initiatives.
Representing their interests before the state legislature is
an important aspect of her job, and her achievements are many.
This year,a bill proposed by the group became a law on August 1,
and prohibits insurers from disregarding costs and repair operations identified by an estimating system. Plus, she helped prevent
a measure that would have increased the number of vehicles
that insurers could write off as a “total loss,” a major concern to
collision repair shops.
Promoting the automotive industry as a career opportunity is
another important initiative. Judell visits schools regularly to make

young students aware of the wide variety of jobs available in the
automotive field. She also works with Skills USA and manages
the association’s scholarship program.
Judell takes an active role in many industry groups, including
the SCRS, the Database Enhancement Gateway, I-CAR,
Automotive Aftermarket Industry Association (AAIA), ASAAA,
Automotive Recyclers, Skills USA, and more.
She taps into the knowledge of other associations through her
involvement in the American Society of Association Executives,
and she served as president of the Midwest chapter.
In October, Judell spearheaded the AASP-MN’s 14th annual
Lights on for Safety, an event held in partnership with the state
patrol to improve vehicle safety and collect food for the hungry.
Since its inception, volunteers have installed free lightbulbs in
over 5,000 vehicles and collected 18,000 pounds of food and
$16,500 in cash for Hunger Solutions Minnesota.
Many shop owners say the association has made a tremendous
difference to their business. And with Judell Anderson as an
advocate, it’s no wonder.
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Lillian Maimone
Chief Executive Officer
Marco’s Auto Body
Monterey Park, California

WHAT’S LILLIAN MAIMONE’S SECRETTO SUCCESS? She might
sum it up like this: Integrity. Entrepreneurial spirit. Education.
Lillian joined her husband’s business in 1982, bringing with
her a vision and a gift for making things happen.As CEO, she’s
the dynamo behind Marco’s Auto Body’s growth into eight
locations with 180 employees.The company’s signage and color
are a familiar sight in the L.A. area, while integrity and high
ethical standards have earned Marco’s Auto Body a reputation
for excellence.
As the business grew and multiple locations opened, Lillian
and Marco wanted to expand their professional acumen with
a business degree from Pepperdine University. They quickly
excelled in the classroom and developed the strategic and implementation skills to successfully build their business.
Honored as a Pepperdine distinguished alumna and an inspiration to others, Lillian was invited to speak at a graduation ceremony.
Promoting education for others is a top priority for Lillian.

She frequently speaks at high schools and colleges and she has
mentored women who are pursuing careers in the auto body
industry. Lillian says her most rewarding moments have been
helping young people who need support and direction.
Always on the go,she’s president of one of the California Auto
Body Association chapters,and she serves on the board of another
chapter. Lillian is also on the board of directors of the Women’s
Industry Network (WIN) where members have welcomed her
energy, ideas and insights. Recently, she brought a group of
women from Marco’s Auto Body to attend a WIN conference,
so that they could network and meet other successful women
in the collision repair industry.
Lillian says the days are gone when the only women you’d see
in a collision repair shop were clerks and typists.Today, women
are technicians, managers, and owners who are regarded as
wonderful contributors, leaders and innovators: women like
Lillian Maimone.

Rochelle Wicklund
Co-Owner
Wicklund CARSTAR Collision
Liberty, Missouri

ENERGETIC.CARING.CONFIDENT.That’s RochelleWicklund,
who’s been a force in the collision repair industry ever since she
began working with her husband Bill, bringing her sparkle to a
family-run business that will soon celebrate its 40th anniversary.
Everyone in the Liberty, Missouri area relies on their 20employee business for old-fashioned service combined with
the latest technology. The store became the first member of
the CARSTAR franchise in 1989, received the CARSTAR
Franchisee of the Year Award in 2006, and consistently earns
some of the highest CSI ratings in the network.
Always striving for excellence, Rochelle believes she has the
best of both worlds, working with people she cares about in an
industry she loves. She’s known as “Boss Lady,” and dozens more
call her“Mom.”
TheWicklunds are well-known as innovators who’ve worked
to improve the industry. CARSTAR has held I-CAR Gold
Professional Training Status for over 15 years. Rochelle is on the
K.C. I-CAR Central Committee, responsible for planning and

bringing classes to the Missouri area. The store hosts training
programs frequently, and the attendees enjoy Rochelle’s warm
hospitality.
Rochelle currently serves as Secretary of the Mo/Kan chapter
of the Society of Collision Repair Specialists, an organization
whose outreach includes work with technical schools and building
a Habitat for Humanity house.
With a calendar full of civic and community activities, giving
back comes naturally. Rochelle is a leader in the Liberty Kiwanis
Club,organizing projects that range from keeping a local trail clean
to funding scholarships for high school students and making dolls
for children who are patients at the local hospital. She’s also active
in a women’s networking group. For one month each year,
Rochelle runs her church’s Meals onWheels program.
Rochelle encourages women today to go after a career in
collision repair. “It’s a wide open field. Take a look and see what
you find.”
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427 Auto Collision

427

A Good Name
in Collision Repair
OR THE D’ALESSANDROS, MAKING A GOOD NAME

F

through quality repair work and excellent customer
service is top priority. In fact, it was the reputation earned
by 427 Auto Collision Ltd.in theToronto area that led the owner
to hold on to its original name, even though he moved the shop
away from its first location on Highway 427 sixteen years after
it was started.
Ralph D’Alessandro founded 427 Auto Collision in a 2,000
square foot facility in 1974.Today,the business operates in a 79,000
square foot, state-of-the-art facility on Evans Avenue and repairs
around 480 cars each month. D’Alessandro’s three sons have
always admired their father’s entrepreneurial flair and shared his
passion for cars. After growing up in the shop, they’ve remained
in the business:Lorenzo serves as general manager, John is manager
of the front office and admin, and Frank oversees production.
The D’Alessandros consider the shop’s seventy-plus employees
to be a part of their extended family, and Ralph D’Alessandro is
regarded a pioneer in providing benefits packages, ongoing
training and support for continuing education to his employees.

Changing times
Lorenzo D’Alessandro says that their shop’s success is due in part
to its ability to change with the times and offer collision repair
services in a way that helps make the customer’s life easier. When
a customer stops by, he finds the front office sleek and efficient,
and five customer service representatives are ready to offer polite,
honest service and a quick estimate.“Today’s customer doesn’t
have time to wait around for a consultation, and even a few days
without an automobile can be a tremendous inconvenience.”

Quick repair lane
Saving time for customers and insurance companies was the
thinking behind the shop’s decision to create a quick repair lane
to return vehicles with damage of less than $1,000 to customers
in 24 to 72 hours.
To improve the turnaround time, 427 Auto Collision created
a “shop within a shop” that operates like a small, independent
business, with six to eight individuals who are dedicated to small
repairs.“Having one team to concentrate on small repairs frees
up other resources in the shop to focus on larger repairs,” said

Frank D’Alessandro. “It’s a win/win situation because we can
return cars to customers more quickly, and from a production
standpoint, bottlenecks are reduced and efficiency is improved.”

Building relationships
427 Auto Collision takes great pride in developing good
relationships and gaining the support of auto dealers, insurance
companies, suppliers and a customer list that’s 70,000 strong.
John says the shop does repairs for ten different auto dealerships and 85% of its repairs are for cars less than four years old.
The contractual agreements are different with each business, he
says, but 427 Auto Collision consistently delivers quality repairs.
He notes that the quick repair line is especially appreciated by
dealerships,because their customers are anxious for the return of
their new or nearly-new car.
The collision repair business also works closely with insurance
companies,and 427 is approved by 25 insurers.“We work together
to create value for our mutual customer by reducing cycle time,
improving efficiency and quality, and streamlining administrative processes.”
“Building good relationships makes solid business sense,”said
Lorenzo. “Dealers and insurers want to establish lasting ties
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with their customers, and providing quality collision repair
service is an important part of that long-term relationship.”

A tradition of innovation
Recognized in 2000 with the NACE award for North America’s
best collision repair facility and ISO 9001 certified, 427 Auto
Collision has always stayed ahead of the curve when it comes to
technology and business practices. 427 Auto Collision is a long
time customer of AkzoNobel, and the shop was one of the first
members of Acoat selected in North America.“AkzoNobel has
played an important role in the development of our business. Their
support,training and products continue to have a positive impact,”
said Lorenzo.

Pulling together for the future
With consolidation and other changes occurring in the industry
recently, Lorenzo D'Alessandro and three other shop owners in
Ontario formed Collision Solutions Network (CSN) to help
independent shops maintain their market share through collective
marketing and purchasing. Today, CSN includes more than 65
co-branded shops located throughout Ontario and Atlantic
Canada. Looking into the future of the collision repair industry
with concern, Lorenzo calls on the industry to join together
to improve its professionalism through self-regulation and more
widespread certification of technicians.“We must work together,”
he says. “That’s the only way to improve the image of the modern
shop and attract new talent.”

427 moves to waterborne:
AKZO NOBEL recently helped the shop transition to waterborne paints,
as 427 Auto Collision once again sets an example for other North American shops. Low VOC requirements
are slated to go into effect in Canada this year.
“WE’VE ALWAYS STAYED AHEAD OF THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES,
and moving to Autowave was a natural step for us. The waterborne system, with its low VOC emissions,
offers benefits to the environment, and it offers a beautiful refinish,” said D’Alessandro.
HE NOTES THAT THE PAINTERS WERE UP-AND-RUNNING with the new
system in a matter of weeks, and Akzo Nobel provided hands-on training in the shop.“We’re very pleased
with the performance of Autowave, and we proud to do our part to take care of the environment.”
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Collision Center of Columbia
Looks to the Future
Autowave makes sense for employees & the environment
here’s something about life in a college town that makes
you think about the future. Perhaps that’s why Collision
Center of Columbia, located in the hometown of the
University of Missouri,midway between Kansas City and St.Louis,
set out to equip their new collision repair business with the latest
products, equipment and technologies.
Thinking about the future calls for environmental awareness.
So Brian Spillars, general manager of the shop, and Jeff Lewis,
production manager, learned everything they could about going
green.They considered worries about pollution in the metro
areas, as well as EPA regulations that were going into effect in
neighboring states.
Spillars and Lewis traveled around the country, visiting
AkzoNobel shop managers and technicians. The shop decided
to switch to waterborne in August 2008 after seeing a demonstration by AkzoNobel. Spillars and Lewis first sat down with their
account representative to develop a transition plan. Next, Shayne
Belshe, lead painter and Lewis went to the Collision Repair
Instruction Center in Fort Worth for training. Back at the shop,
AkzoNobel reps Rick Moses and Phil Rowe, and Eric Dawson
from AutoColor, spent almost a week working side-by-side with
the painters.
The transition was seamless.“Right away, we found that

T

Autowave blends even easier than Autobase Plus. Sikkens technology gets better and better,” said Lewis.
“The colors are so clean,” said Spillars. “The new cars have
waterborne from the factory, and the color match and finish
is phenomenal.”

Productivity and savings
At first, Lewis was concerned about potential productivity losses.
Currently, his shop clears 125–150 cars a month, with capability
for 250.“But we’ve had absolutely no loss of productivity. And the
painters really enjoy using the product.”
Since the shop began using Autowave with the Mixit system,
they’ve actually reduced their repair order costs by $10 by carefully
mixing the product to avoid waste. “It’s easy to calculate what’s
needed,”said Belshe.
Collision Center of Columbia is proudly letting customers
know that they are the first shop in the region to go“green.” Radio
and television ads feature the fact they are using waterborne paints,
and Spillars says they are happy to talk with customers who are
interested in learning more about the waterborne paints.
“Making the switch to Autowave is a positive move for any
shop. It’s healthier for painters, it’s good for the environment, it
helps save money and reduce waste. It’s an effortless switch.”

”Put yourself in the shoes of the guys who paint everyday, and you’ll see the benefits…
Autowave helps create a healthier environment for everyone.” Brian Spillars, General Manager
Collision Center of Columbia
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Q&A with Rick Farnan, Facility Planning Manager
Answers to your questions about equipping for waterborne
How can I minimize drying times?
Waterborne paint dries faster when additional air movement is supplied,so you may want to consider adding air
acceleration equipment to your booth.Three types of air acceleration equipment include:air amplifiers,whether
hand-held or built-in, ceiling fans, or wall-mounted blower/nozzle combination.
Does my geographic location matter?
Many factors, including air temperature, humidity, booth construction, and day-to-day production volume will
influence your choice of acceleration equipment.Even your climate is a consideration.If you’re in the Southern
California desert, your drying times may be faster than in a more humid locale.
What about hard-to-reach surfaces of the car?
Consider a hand-held air amplifier that works similar to a hair dryer. It's easy to direct to areas not openly
exposed to air, such as below door handles and certain body contours.

Green Marketing
According to a study by Florida International University, 50 percent of companies don't have a green strategy,
and only 21 percent are in the intermediate/advanced stages of sustainability. Now is the time for your shop to
"go green" and set standards in your market.
– from Entrepreneur magazine

The New Sikkens Autowave Simple System
Collision repair shops around the country are taking the plunge and discovering the benefits
of the Sikkens Autowave system, now featuring Sikkens Autoclear Superior 250. It's a
state-of-the-art clearcoat specifically designed for exceptional performance over Autowave.
It's VOC-compliant, contains fewer solvents, and is less harmful to the environment.
"When Autowave is sprayed with Sikkens Autoclear Superior, it's the best looking paint
I've seen," said Jeff Lewis, production manager of Collision Center of Columbia.
Discover the system: Colorbuild: The standard in undercoats
Autowave: The ultimate waterborne basecoat
Autoclear Superior 250: Specifically designed for use
with Autowave
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In the News

Noteworthy people, places and events

A Defining Moment for the
Most Influential Women
Collision Repair Industry Leaders Shine
THE SPECTACULAR DANCING WATER
fountains in front of the Bellagio Las Vegas
greeted industry leaders who attended the
tenth annual Most InfluentialWomen in the
Collision Repair industry awards program
held on Thursday, November 6, 2008. Five industry leaders were
honored for their achievements and dedication to advancing
the industry.
Judell Anderson of Minneapolis,Minnesota,Denise Caspersen
of Bedford,Texas, Lillian Maimone, of Monterey Park, California,
Gloria Mann, Thornhill, Ontario, and Rochelle Wicklund of
Liberty, Missouri, were honored as the 2008 Most Influential
Women in the Collision Repair Industry. Their careers represent
the leadership and influence of women throughout the industry,
including collision repair shops,industry associations, government,
and publications.
The awards ceremony marked the tenth anniversary of the
Most Influential Women in Collision Repair Awards. “For the
past decade, the Most Influential Women program has honored
women who have enriched the industry with their leadership,
vision and commitment to excellence, and the program itself has
become a part of the chassis of the industry,” said AkzoNobel Car
Refinishes Americas Director of Marketing, Tim Loden.
“In keeping with a culture of innovation, AkzoNobel
established this platform to recognize the extraordinary accomplishments of women in a traditionally male-dominated industry
and allow them to tell their stories. And by encouraging young
women who will become the leaders of tomorrow through
mentoring and the I-CAR education scholarship, we are creating
a path for sustainable opportunities.”
AkzoNobel continued its awarding of a scholarship of $25,000,
in the name of the Most Influential Women, to the I-CAR
Education Foundation. The funds will be used for prospective
female students pursuing a career in the collision repair industry.
AkzoNobel began the Most Influential Women program
in 1998 to recognize the many unique leadership characteristics,
accomplishments and contributions of women to the collision
repair industry.

2008 Most Influential Women honorees L-R: Lillian Maimone,
Denise Caspersen, Gloria Mann, Judell Anderson, RochelleWicklund

L: MarcyTieger,Tom Moreland; R:Valerie & SteveWhite

L: Karen Fierst with Rod & Jan Enlow; R: Cheryl Cotton Schmidt
& Lois Cotton

L: Tim Loden,AkzoNobel Director of Marketing Americas;
R: Bill & RochelleWicklund
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L: Denise Caspersen, Gloria Mann, Lillian Maimone, Judell Anderson, RochelleWicklund, Geralynn Kottschade & Diane Rodenhouse;
R: Kristen Felder, Judell Anderson & Frederica Carter

L-R: Jill Strauss, Lauren Angie & Cheryl Boswell of DCR Systems; Gloria Mann & Delores Richardson; Stacy Bartnick congratulates Denise Caspersen

L-R: KimWhite, FinishMaster & Jennifer Justice-Haley, MB Collision; Denise Caspersen; MarcyTieger; Scott Kruger, Executive Director, I-CAR Education
Foundation with scholarship recipient Rachel Fonseca

L-R: Marco Maimone, Rose Orlandini & Lillian Maimone; Margo Smith & Ron Ray of I-CAR; 2008 Most InfluentialWomen & alumni
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In the News

Noteworthy people, places and events

AkzoNobel Sikkens selected by
GM Canada For Top Tuner Car

FOR THE THIRD CONSECUTIVE YEAR GENERAL MOTORS
of Canada has selected AkzoNobel Sikkens for the Top Tuner
Car that will be displayed in the General Motors booth at the
2008 SEMA show in LasVegas, Nevada.
The car, a Cadillac CTS, is a tribute to the “Tuner Culture.”
This culture is defined by various groups of automotive enthusiasts who enjoy mechanically and/or cosmetically altering a modern vehicle in the effort to reflect a spirit of individualism,creativity
and innovation.
Vicious Red is the custom color developed by AkzoNobel
Sikkens for this year’sTopTuner Car.
“TheTuner Cars are world class pieces of automotive art and
require a color and finish that is equal to the uniqueness of the
vehicle,” noted Tajai Das,CEO and Chairman of ETC Enterprises
Inc., who is founder of the Top Tuner Program. Das continues,
“We looked to AkzoNobel for the solution.The Sikkens brand
met the challenge.”

AkzoNobel solidifies support for
U. S. Markets, elevates Barry Rinehart
and Scott Wheeler
A KZO N OBEL ANNOUNCED THE APPOINTMENT OF
Barry Rinehart and Scott Wheeler to the positions of Services
Managers for the Eastern andWestern U.S.Markets,respectively.
These appointments further solidify the leadership position
and commitment of AkzoNobel to the industry in the areas of
knowledge and process management.
“The profitability of our customers through more efficient
practices has been one of the cornerstones of AkzoNobel since
we first came to the North American market almost 30 years
ago,” noted Mike Sillay, Services Manager for North America.
Sillay added,“In their role as Services Managers, both Barry and
Scott are charged with the local implementation of strategies,
practices and in-depth programs that have always differentiated
the AkzoNobel services and training activities from those of
our competitors.”
Barry Rinehart has most recently worked as a Branch Sales
Manager for the AkzoNobel Gaithersburg, Maryland location.
Scott Wheeler has held various management positions in
the industry including Training Director for ABRA. He has
also served with AkzoNobel as a Services Consultant for the past
eight years in theWestern Market.

Wayne K. Cherry selects AkzoNobel
Sikkens for SEMA Concept Car

AkzoNobel Benevolence Program
marks 10th year, 60 Families receive
gift of transportation
FIFTY-FOUR COLLISION CENTERS ACROSS THE UNITED
States and Canada shared the gift of transportation with 60
deserving families and members of their communities during the
10th annual AkzoNobel Acoat selected National Benevolence
Program held December 8–15, 2008.
The Benevolence Program is a community service endeavor
sponsored by AkzoNobel and conducted by collision repair
centers that are members of the Sikkens Acoat selected program.
“Over 300 cars have been donated to date,” noted North
American Services Manager Mike Sillay.The spirit and enthusiasm that these owners and employees exhibit to ensure that others
can have a better life is a true testament to the standards that they
set for their businesses.”

AKZONOBEL SIKKENS WAS SELECTED AS THE SOLE PAINT
supplier for theVSR CadillacV-series Powered Sport Rod.This
custom designed car was unveiled in the Helios Coatings booth
at the 2008 SEMA exhibition held in LasVegas,Nevada.
Designed byWK Cherry LLC and constructed by Race Car
Replicas, the car’s engine is a V-8 cylinder, 400 HP model
from Cadillac. The color that was chosen for this unique oneof-a-kind production was Platinum Shadow, a custom blend
from AkzoNobel Sikkens. Both Sikkens powder and liquid
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products were used on the car
“AkzoNobel exceeded our expectations,” notedWayne Cherry.
“This car is an original,” he continued. “It was meticulously
designed and constructed. We wanted a coating, a color and a
company that was equal to the vision and craftsmanship of the
vehicle.The Car Refinishes and Powder groups of AkzoNobel
ensured that quality was delivered throughout the project.”

Refinishes Americas,congratulated the attendees on not allowing
the current economic and industry conditions to paralyze them.
“Your choice to be here, to seek new information and to learn
from each other is evidence to the fact that you can be counted
among the savviest entrepreneurs of this industry.”

Women’s Industry Network
2009 Conference Continues to Win

Mixit Pro Completed: Third phase
of new Color Tools Suite
AKZONOBEL ANNOUNCED THE COMPLETION OF MIXIT PRO,
the third phase of their newest suite of innovative color tools
for the collision repair industry. This suite of tools also consists
of Colorscala Pro,variant selection swatches,and Automatchic III,
a color checking device.
Mixit Pro represents the most recent software formula retrieval
component in the series of technologically advanced Sikkens
color tools. When connected to the Internet, Mixit Pro will
synchronize to download the most current available updates of
formulas and software.
“It’s only natural that the world’s largest coatings company
would have the developmental capabilities to create not just one,
but three of the world’s leading color formula and retrieval software tools,” commented Tom Star, Manager of Color Services
for North America.
In addition to basic formula retrieval,Mixit Pro supports collision repair centers with a range of process driven functions,which
include assigning multiple work orders to a single mix, pausing
and resuming a mix and reporting of materials cost per job.

AkzoNobel Sikkens hosts
Acoat selected Winter National
Performance Group meeting
165 ATTENDEES REPRESENTING 112 BUSINESSES GATHERED
February 18–20, 2009 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Phoenix,
Arizona for the Sikkens Acoat selected Winter Performance
Group meeting (NPG).
A number of shared business practice classes were conducted,
covering topics such as Franklin Covey’s 4 Disciplines of Execution,™ Process Centered Environments, and Enhancing Team Performance in Collision Repair, as well as Internet Based Productivity Tools.
In addition, seven individual Performance Groups highlighted
the three day learning and growth forum.
“You just paid for my whole trip,” commented Terry Brunk
of Markley Motors in Fort Collins, Colorado after attending the
class called EquipmentYou Should Know About. This thought was
echoed by Doug Stellhorn of McGonigal Collision Center in
Kokomo, Indiana who said,“The chemistry and sharing in this
meeting is far superior to what I have experienced in others.”
AB Ghosh, General Manager of AkzoNobel Vehicle

DESPITE TOUGH ECONOMIC TIMES, ATTENDEES OF THE
2009 Women’s Industry Network (WIN) conference in Dallas,
Texas,“found a way”to make sure they were there.“Although we
know that some organizations rotate the women who attend our
conference from one year to the next,we have also seen the actual
number of women coming from individual companies grow, as
employers see the value in what we offer,” said Frederica Carter,
Communications Manager for AkzoNobel Coatings, who served
as the 2009WIN Conference Committee Chair.
Other interesting attendee trends included companies that
sponsored female customers to attend as part of their business
marketing strategy,and at least one business owner that sponsored
a student as part of her personal commitment to advancing young
women in the industry.
Other highlights included the installation of Kim White,
District Sales Manager for FinishMaster, as WIN’s new Chair.
Ms.White previously chaired the Scholarship committee as well
as serving on the conference and sponsor committees. “WIN
members are encouraged to think of every member as a resource.
I am truly honored and humbled to pick up where Geralynn
Kottschade, WIN’s past Chair, so masterfully left off, knowing
that I am working alongside a group of amazingly talented and
energized board members.”
WIN plans to announce the date and location for next year’s
conference very soon.
For more information please contact MarcyTieger, Symphony
Advisors, LLC, (949)823-9600, metieger@aol.com.

